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Abstract

Background As surgical systems are forced to adapt and respond to new challenges, so should the patient safety tools

within those systems. We sought to determine how the WHO SSC might best be adapted during the COVID-19

pandemic.

Methods 18 Panelists from five continents and multiple clinical specialties participated in a three-round modified

Delphi technique to identify potential recommendations, assess agreement with proposed recommendations and

address items not meeting consensus.

Results From an initial 29 recommendations identified in the first round, 12 were identified for inclusion in the

second round. After discussion of recommendations without consensus for inclusion or exclusion, four additional

recommendations were added for an eventual 16 recommendations. Nine of these recommendations were related to

checklist content, while seven recommendations were related to implementation.

Conclusions This multinational panel has identified 16 recommendations for sites looking to use the surgical safety

checklist during the COVID-19 pandemic. These recommendations provide an example of how the SSC can adapt to

meet urgent and emerging needs of surgical systems by targeting important processes and encouraging critical

discussions.
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Introduction

The World Health Organization (WHO) Surgical Safety

Checklist (SSC) was designed to support surgical teams in

improving patient safety across the globe. Over 70% of

operating rooms (ORs) in 94 countries utilize the SSC in

routine surgical care [1]. The SSC improves surgical out-

comes by aiding teams in performing key actions and

engaging in critical conversations [2, 3]. While the SSC

provides a tool for ensuring safety, the pandemic presents

unique challenges to the ways in which surgical teams

function. As surgical systems are forced to adapt and

respond to new challenges, so should the patient safety

tools within those systems.

We sought to determine how the WHO SSC might best

be adapted during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Methods

Our team was assembled from Ariadne Labs and

Lifebox collaborators. Ariadne Labs, a health systems

innovation center at Brigham and Women’s Hospital and

Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health, was founded

by the developers of the original 19-item WHO SSC and

benefits from a worldwide network of surgical safety

experts and checklist researchers. Lifebox, a global non-

profit that partners with providers in low-resource settings

to improve surgical safety, facilitated access to surgical and

anesthetic leaders from low- and middle-income countries.

Of 57 experts invited, we targeted 15 to 20 as panelists.

We used a modified Delphi technique to build consensus

for recommended adaptations to the SSC [4]. This process

included three rounds: (1) a qualitative round to identify

potential recommendations; (2) a quantitative round to

assess agreement with proposed recommendations; and (3)

an additional quantitative round to address items not

meeting consensus.

In the first round (May 2020), experts were invited to

suggest SSC content and implementation adaptations

through open-ended questions. Responses were organized

into a survey for the second round (July 2020). Panelists

indicated their agreement with each recommendation via

four-point Likert-style questions (‘‘strongly agree,’’

‘‘agree,’’ ‘‘disagree,’’ and ‘‘strongly disagree’’). A fifth

option, ‘‘important, but not for inclusion on WHO SSC,’’

was added for content questions.

Likert-style responses were dichotomized to ‘‘include’’

or ‘‘exclude.’’ Consensus for inclusion or exclusion was

defined as 70% agreement or higher. Panelists from round

two were provided with a survey of items without con-

sensus for the third round (September 2020).

Results

Of 57 individuals invited to participate, 18 panelists com-

pleted round three. The final panel included eight surgeons,

five anesthesiologists, three perioperative nurses, and two

human factors engineers from eight countries across five

continents. Twelve panelists (67%) were from high-in-

come countries and ten (56%) were female.

Twenty-nine suggestions emerged in the first round (19

content items and 10 implementation items). Twelve items

reached consensus for inclusion in round two and an

additional four were included after round three

(Table 1). Three items reached consensus for exclusion.
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Content adaptations

Round one recommendations concerning COVID-19

screening and personal protective equipment (PPE) were

nearly universal. Other recommendations centered around

OR process modifications to minimize the risk of staff

exposure.

In round two, three recommendations related to infec-

tious risk assessment achieved consensus for inclusion:

review of the patient’s COVID-19 screening or risk, intu-

bation plan, and aerosolization risks. A recommendation to

review equipment availability to limit ingress and egress

from the OR also reached consensus for inclusion, while a

suggestion to review COVID-19 screening of OR team

members was rejected.

Four additional recommendations were included after

the third round: ensuring the OR team has proper PPE,

confirming postoperative bed availability, discussing

proper handling of laboratory and pathological specimens,

and signing out prior to extubation. Two recommendations

reached consensus for exclusion (restriction of OR team to

essential staff and use of trocar sealers). Eight recom-

mendations did not achieve consensus. Free text responses

indicated that these recommendations were not universally

feasible and were covered by other safety instruments, or

should be addressed before the patient enters the OR.

Implementation adaptations

Eight implementation recommendations achieved consen-

sus for inclusion in the second round. These

recommendations were focused on the need for rapid

implementation, periodic review, and consideration for de-

implementation of a pandemic-oriented SSC. Recommen-

dations related to local ownership and leadership support

for the adapted checklist were also included, as it was the

need for additional training during implementation. Two

items reached consensus for exclusion and two did not

achieve consensus (specific recommendations for intro-

ducing and de-implementing changes and use of electronic

displays). These were felt to be potentially useful but not

universally necessary or feasible. A recommendation for a

separate supplementary COVID-19 checklist which

achieved consensus in round two was removed after further

discussion with the panelists.

Discussion

We identified eight content and seven implementation

recommendations for SSC adaptations.

Surgical and anesthetic organizations worldwide have

created recommendations for restructuring surgical care

delivery during the pandemic. These recommendations

have primarily focused on considerations at the level of

health systems operations (e.g., timing of elective care) [5].

Other tools, like the COVID-19 Surgical Patient Checklist,

help programs address system requirements for teams

operating during the pandemic [6].

In contrast, our collaborative identified recommenda-

tions for adaptations of the content and implementation of

Table 1 Consensus recommendations for SSC content modification and implementation

Consensus recommendations for modifications to content

Review the patient’s COVID-19 test results, symptoms, and/or risk factors

Review the plan for intubation

Review the aerosolization risks of the procedure

Confirm that all members of the operating room are wearing appropriate PPE

Ensure in-room availability of all necessary equipment to minimize the number of times individuals enter or leave the operating room

Discuss handling, packaging, and transport of laboratory or pathology specimens

Confirm appropriate postoperative bed availability

Sign out prior to extubation

Consensus recommendations for implementation

Implementation should be rapid and abbreviated given the emergence of the COVID-19 pandemic

Leadership (institutional and national) should encourage implementation of checklist adaptations

Local leaders from surgery, anesthesia, and nursing should be identified for implementation

Local implementation teams should guide site-specific content changes and implementation efforts

More formal and frequent teamwork and communication training with COVID-19 specific simulation should be required

The checklist should be revised periodically as the pandemic progresses

A process for de-implementation of the adapted checklist should be developed
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the WHO SSC to address the challenges of the global

pandemic.

The success of healthcare innovation relies on collabo-

rative implementation with centralized support and local

implementation teams. Our team emphasized these hall-

marks of successful implementation, but also emphasized

that implementation should occur rapidly and remain fluid

to accommodate the evolving pandemic.

Several proposed adaptations for content and imple-

mentation to the SSC achieved consensus for exclusion or

did not achieve consensus (e.g., limiting trainee exposure).

Items that did not reach consensus were redundant with

other items (e.g., COVID-19 symptom screening in addi-

tion to testing) and did not represent a checklist adaptation

(e.g., ventilator filter status); or reflected capabilities

unique to individual health systems (e.g., electronic display

of checklists).

The WHO SSC was designed to be tailored to contextual

needs. This set of recommendations is designed to integrate

directly into WHO SSCs currently in use. The impact of

these recommendations remains to be studied. However,

the recommendations provide an example of how the SSC

can adapt to meet urgent and emerging needs of surgical

systems by targeting important processes and encouraging

critical discussions.
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